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Abstract: The Mongol script1 shows all of the essential characteristics of Mongo-
lian language which is often classified as an agglutinative language. Taking some of
the essential characteristics of Mongolian language that are embodied in the Mongol
script, the character NNBSP (Narrow No-Break Space) was introduced in 1999 to join
suffixes to basic stem words and also to join more suffixes to words ending with other
suffixes. However, the NNBSP has never been problem-free until today. Therefore, our
team aims to make an examination on the Unicode specification of NNBSP, and to
analyze problems of this character and the existing solutions attempted to solve those
problems. Also our team aims to demonstrate some features of Mongolian suffixes and
propose an ideal solution for the NNBSP.
Keywords: Narrow No-Break Space, NNBSP, Mongolian space, Mongolian Suffix
connector

1 Introduction
The Mongol script uses a gap to join some suffixes with stem words, or stem
words end with other suffixes, which is a unique feature compared to many
other writing systems. For this reason, the NNBSP was introduced in the Ver-
sion 3.0 of the Unicode Standard in 1999. The WG2 group selected NNBSP as
Mongolian suffix connector in the standard when Professor Quejingzhabu had
proposed a new code for Mongolian suffix connector [MWG/2-N1]. The adapted
functionality of this character is defined as follows in the TR170 [TR170, P. 10-
11].

“The Mongolian space is not coded explicitly in the standards, but its func-
tionality is provided by character 202F, NARROW NO-BREAK SPACE. The
Mongolian space occurs frequently in Mongolian language: many words are
formed by an addition of one or more suffixes (which indicate for example,
different case endings of nouns and pronouns, ownership, and negation) to a ba-
sic stem word, and each individual suffix is separated from the stem or from the
preceding suffix by the Mongolian space. Visually, this appears as a small white
space, though it also affects the forms of the letters preceding and following it,
the preceding character adopting its final form. However, it does not mark a

1We use the term ’Mongol script’ to indicate the traditional Mongolian script that is used
in Mongolia and outside the country among other Mongolians. While the term ’Mongolian
script’ implies to scripts that is used only in the country Mongolia.
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break between words, the stem word together with all its suffixes is considered
to form a single word.”

Several works published lists of NNBSP practices ( [Que 2001], [TR170, P.
10-11], [GB/T 26226-2010] and [MWG/2-N1]). We didn’t find any other speci-
fications of NNBSP, even in "The Mongolian Encoding" book of Professor Que-
jingzhabu [Que 2001].

In the above specification, there is a lack of information about positional
forms of first letters of suffixes that follow the NNBSP. In other words, it is not
clear which positional form should be used as first letter of suffixes that follow
the NNBSP. It is impractical and illogical to apply sometimes initial form of a
letter, and sometimes medial form of a letter to start suffixes. We need to define
one positional form, either initial or medial for the suffix beginning.

The NNBSP is defined as follows in current version of Unicode standard.
202F;NARROW NO-BREAK SPACE;Zs;0;CS;<noBreak> 0020;;;;N;;;;;

Property Value Description
Code point: 202F

Name: NARROW NO
BREAK SPACE

English name

Version: 3.0 (August 1999)2

Script: Common3

Category: Zs4 Separator, Space
Combining: 03 Not combined

BIDI: CS (initially, it was
WS)

Common Number Separator
(COLON, COMMA, FULL
STOP, NO-BREAK SPACE, ...)

Decomposition: <noBreak> 0020
Mirror: N N means No
Block: General Punctuation

Table 1: The definition of character 202F.

Use of NNBSP makes it possible to recognize suffixes from word structure,
to select word, to determine word boundary or to parse. For example, «EaziŔ uŰ
âŰ taĹ ÈŰ» ajil-un-kin-tai-ban («ajlynxantaïgaa» in Cyrillic, means “with
colleagues” in English) is written in five separate parts, but it is still considered
as one word. Unfortunately, the NNBSP does not completely work on the basis of
the above mentioned functionality and specification. Thus, further investigation
must be done.

2http://www.unicode.org/Public/UCD/latest/ucd/DerivedAge.txt
3UNIDATA, ftp://ftp.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/Scripts.txt
4UNIDATA, ftp://ftp.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UnicodeData.txt
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2 Problems and current solutions
In this section, we re-examine currently known NNBSP problems and consider
previous attempts to fix it. Until now, there has been several attempts to fix the
problem related to the NNBSP. For example, a change in the NNBSP properties,
a proposal for character replacement etc.. We have discussed these issues with
representatives of active user groups in Mongolia and classified the problems
in four levels, as it is not clear to end users why and where these problems
occurred.

• Level 1: Encoding
• Level 2: Font, Open type rules
• Level 3: Keymap or rendering engines
• Level 4: Applications
Until now, there has been several attempts to fix the problem related to

NNBSP. For example, a change in NNBSP properties, a proposal for character
replacement etc..

No. Date Subject UTC No.
1. 08 Jul 2015 MONGOLIAN NNBSP-CONNECTED

SUFFIXES
-

2. 29 Jul 2015 U+202F NNBSP Impact on Mongolian
Options

L2/15-212

3. 29 Sep 2015 Proposal for property change from Zs
to Pc.

4. 29 Jul 2015 N4752 Mongolian Base Forms, Posi-
tional Forms, Variant Forms

L2/16-258

5. 24 Sep 2016 N4763 Comments on Mongolian, Small
Khitan, and other WG2 #65 document

L2/16-266

6. 26-30 Sep 2016 N4753 WG2 #65 Mongolian Discussion
Points

L2/16-259

7. 29 Sep 2016 N4753 NNBSP Deficiency L2/16-297
8. 15 Jan 2017 Proposal to Encode Mongolian Suf-

fix Connector (U+180F) To Replace
NNBSP (U+202F)

L2/17-036

9. 25 Jan 2017 Comments on L2/17-036 (MSC) L2/17-052
10. 16 Mar 2018 The Proposal for deprecation of

MSC/NNBSP Mongolian Suffix Form
Controlling Behavior

MWG/2-N1

Table 2: Previous proposals and comments.

In the following subsections, we will discuss existing problems and attempts
to solve those problems.
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2.1 Word boundary problem
Statement of the problem

There are two specificities in the Mongol script word boundary, in compar-
ison to other writing systems. The first one is the "tsatsalga/orkitsa", which
occurs separate from the consonants that end words, to indicate final forms of
vowels "A" and "E". The second one is about writing some suffixes, that are con-
nected with a small white space to stem words and stem words end with other
suffixes. (See [TR170, P. 10-11]) To implement these logics in the computer en-
vironment, the MVS and NNBSP were introduced to Unicode standard. With
the introduction of the MVS, the first issue regarding the "tsatsalga/orkitsa" has
been successfully solved. But second specificity has not been solved completely.

Regardless of the space length between suffixes and stem, or even broken
in multiple lines, in Mongol script a word that is connected with suffixes using
NNBSP is considered as one word.

Figure 1: One long word in limited area

The aim, to introduce NNBSP to Unicode standard, was to recognize stem
words followed with suffixes as one word. Unfortunately, it has never fully
reached it’s objective. It has certain characteristics for shaping the preceding
and following characters, which mostly affects encoding experts. This side func-
tionality will be discussed in section 2.2.

The word boundaries should be handled by higher level text processors,
whereas the encoding should provide the basic feature to recognize a word.
Thus, NNBSP has been introduced. It’s visual representation is a small space
and its length is defined as 1/3 em in [Que 2001]. This fixed length is always
criticized by some experts as it is found frequently in practice with longer space.
Also, it can be stretchable and breakable in limited print-area height due to
agglutinative word structures and typography. (see figure 1).

To demonstrate word boundary problem of NNBSP, we will write the word
ajil-un-kin-tai-ban intentionally wrong as ajil-ün-kin-tei-ben.

We use Microsoft Word as it is the best word processing software for Mongol
script document creation. They update Mongol script features from version to
version yet the current status of Version 2016 is unsatisfactory. The reason is,
word counting functionality of MS-Word doesn’t work correctly. However, it
worked fine between version 2007 and 2013. The word boundary never worked
correctly on all applications of every platform. (see figure 2) Every internal
function to perform operations on individual words returns 5 separate words
"ajil", "ün", "kin", "tei" and "ben". The "ajil" is a masculine word thus the last
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Figure 2: NNBSP behavior in MS Word 2016

suffix should be "ban" although "ban" and "ben" looks the same. How can we
detect the difference between "ban" and "ben"? Also how can we check the
correctness of the spelling, when someone mistypes the last suffix "ban" as "bal"
and when this typing is valid for a word but not for a suffix? For Mongolian
encoding model, spell checker plays the key role to solve issues of the visual
ambiguity. In the above example, we have also checked the control characters
MVS, NIRUGU and ZWNJ, and they work flawless. A classic usage of word
boundary is the word select functions, which is used to show spelling suggestions
by clicking the right mouse button.

Figure 3: Selection problem for spell suggestion

Due to lack of instructions and incorrect category of NNBSP the word bound-
ary functionality is incorrectly implemented, thus this problem has been classi-
fied at level 1 rather than level 4.

Unicode standard should explicitly instruct and specify how applications
should handle NNBSP.
Reasons

1. The functionality and objective of NNBSP is not clearly specified. Thus,
it is commonly handled same as SPACE character.

2. The category (Zs - Space, Separator) of NNBSP is incorrect for the func-
tionality in Mongol script. Some applications directly replace NNBSP by
SPACE.

3. The functionality and name of the character does not match. The inaccu-
rate naming leads to misunderstanding and misconception that developers
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handle this character as separator. That is the direct opposite of the actual
goal. SPACE is generally understood as separator, but here for Mongolian
Suffix Connector we discuss about JOINER control character, although it
has space like presentation.

Current workaround
This problem is technical, thus end users took no notice until now. For us

as spellchecker developers, this problem is a fatal error.
Solutions

We have proposed L2/17-036 [L2/17-036] to solve this issue but it still has
not been approved.

Our preferred solution to this issue is to encode a new character named
Mongolian Suffix Connector ASAP. We have carefully reviewed L2/17-036 and
decided to reconsider line breaking properties. For more details see section 4.
The consequences

NNBSP character will not be used for suffix joining.

2.2 Suffix initial corruption problem
Statement of the problem

The NNBSP does not accurately affect the forms of following suffixes. For
example, "un/ün" (suffixes of genitive case) are displayed in initial form (with
"titem" or crown, which indicates initial form of letters) instead of expected
medial like form.

Figure 4: Suffix with Titem problem

«NuŠ uŰ» nom-un ("nomyn" in Cyrillic, means "of a book" or "book’s" in

English). In this case, the suffix "un" ( uŰ) is confused with a word "on" (EuŰ)
which means a year.

This problem can be called a fatal error and it is one of the technical problems
in level 2 - 4.
Reasons

1. This problem will occur if the font has no rule for suffixes or the rules
implemented are incorrect.

2. Above reason is improbable, because till now every font has implemented
the rules for all suffixes as contextual alternative. For example, the rule of
suffix uŰ defined as:
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sub [NNBSP] [u1824.init]’ [u1828.fina] by [u1824.medi];
which means replace initial form of U by medial form of U, if it occurs
after NNBSP and before final form of NA. The rule is correct. However,
the problem still exists? Then the renderer could be at fault.

3. Reason two is also improbable, because we checked two major rendering
engines Uniscribe and Harfbuzz, detected that they assign the properties of
NNBSP correctly as defined in the Unicode standard. The joining type of
NNBSP is defined as U, which means no joining group.5 While NNBSP is
classified in non-joining group, the preceding character takes final form and
following character takes initial form. This initial form is substituted by
medial form by open type engine as we defined in font rules. If this problem
still occurs even when the font has correct lookup rules, and rendering
engine works correctly then the culprit could only be the application. We
didn’t reproduce this problem with Microsoft office and OpenOffice using
correct fonts. This problem often occurs in the Internet applications like
Facebook messenger or Email applications. We have detected for instance

Figure 5: Conversation in facebook messenger

Facebook messenger replaces NNBSP by SPACE. In this case, the font
rules does not executed. (In early stage, some applications also has been
replaced MVS with SPACE character.)

Current workaround
Mongolian user groups found their own workaround to avoid this difficulty.

They replace NNBSP by a space and write a NIRUGU or back to display a
medial form of the first letter of following suffixes. This attempt seems to be a
solution in a way, but it causes more problems. Suffixes initiated by NIRUGU
is aesthetically incorrect. (Aesthetic problem) Replacing NNBSP by SPACE
character produces technically catastrophic fault that makes impossible to rec-
ognize correct word boundary for higher level processors.
Solutions

5ArabicShaping, ftp://ftp.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/ArabicShaping.txt
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Unicode should specify explicitly for all vendors and developers to hold
NNBSP and MVS and should not replace these characters by SPACE. Uni-
code produced them probably since 2000, but this problem exist still today and
many developer are aware of this problem. Thus, we need to take appropriate
measures now.

Our ideal solution is that the positional form of first letters of suffixes (or
following letters of the NNBSP) must be in the initial form as defined in Arabic
shaping model of standard and need to be encoded as initial variants, even
if the form looks like medial without "Titem". Those medial forms encoded
as initial variants to start some suffixes, then can be regulated by variation
selector. Here, first of all positional mismatches [N4884] have to be fixed. We
will submit a separate proposal regarding how to fix the positional mismatches.
A similar idea was introduced already in [MWG/2-N1]. However, there are two
main differences in our solution we are proposing here. First, the NNBSP must
not deprecated because we need it to parse Mongolian words correctly. Second,
the beginning letter of suffixes must take initial forms, not medial forms due to
concern towards the characteristics of NNBSP properties.
The consequences

As a result of our solution, end users will not be obliged to use NNBSP as
suffix connector. Because suffix will be shaped correctly in any case either with
SPACE or with or without NNBSP. But for it we don’t see any corrupted suffix
behavior.

2.3 Line breaking problem
Statement of the problem

The problem is, there is a small space in the beginning of the next line when
the text is written in certain frame. This line breaking problem is classified as
an architectural problem in the level 1.

Figure 6: Line breaking problem

Reasons
This problem occurs in the case of writing in a limited space. It is a common

behavior mostly in the publishing industry.
Current workaround

If users use SPACE + NIRUGU instead of NNBSP as described in the Cur-
rent workaround of 2.2, then this problem will not occur. But all issues of 2.2
will remain.
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Solutions
UTC advised the following to change line-breaking property of NNBSP char-

acter as follows. "NNBSP currently has line-break property GL[UE], indicating
it prohibits line breaks before and after. However, Mongol script allows a line-
break before NNBSP in limited contexts. In addition, UAX #14 and sections
§6.2 and §13.5 of TUS state NNBSP is typically displayed with one third the
width of a normal space character, but there is an evidence that NNBSP is
stretchable (depending up on typographical style) and is not always less than a
normal space. Also, it was noted that NNBSP loses its width (i.e., it disappears)
over a line-break." 6

In "COMMENTS ON L2/17-036" 7 the general controversies on the NNBSP
issues have been described. In L2/17-052, we can find out that NNBSP is not
suitable to be used as Mongolian Suffix Connector.

It is totally ridiculous that the NarrowNO-BREAK Space might beBREAK-
ABLE and it’s main functionality is JOINING Mongolian suffixes with the
stem.

Our preferred solution is to introduce well specified Mongolian Suffix Con-
nector with newly created line-break property.
The consequences

The Mongolian Suffix Connector requires a characteristic that allows a line
break possibility before a character and the width of the character must be
assigned to 0 over a line-break. To fulfill this requirement, NNBSP must provide
a line break possibility but the name NARROWNO-BREAK SPACE forbid this
behavior. Only changing the property yet not changing the name, will result
more confusion as the name and the property clashes. Imagine, how tedious
it would be to understand and to implement or use correctly the upper level
functionality of NARROW NO-BREAK SPACE, which provides line breaking?

As experts mentioned, there exist a proper practice of NNBSP for French.
Officially, NNBSP is used to forbid line-breaking of frequently used punctuation
signs ";", ":", "!", "?". That means, changing the line-breaking property of NNBSP
will lead to a defect of functionality in French.

2.4 Application support problem
Statement of the problem

In practice, there is no single application, which has properly implemented
NNBSP. Microsoft Office has the best support but every version of Office suite
has different issues and every suite products such as Word and Powerpoint even
in the same version illustrate differently. All other remaining issues mentioned
in other papers such as Font Fall-Back. (See [L2/17-036])
Reasons

Reasons for improper implementation of NNBSP are to do with misconcep-
tion, inadequate specification and naming conflict.

6 L2/18-168, https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2018/18168-script-rec.pdf
7 L2/17-052, http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2017/17052-mongolian-cmt.pdf
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Here, all attempts and suggestions to fix NNBSP are represented and evaluated
in the table 3. The problems in last three columns are not explicitly noted above
since they have not been encountered in NNBSP.

• Suffix recognition is closely related to word boundary problem. It is
linguistically an unacceptable mistake, which means a word can not be
identified as one word and all separately written parts of the word are
recognized as independent words. For example, «EaziŔ uŰ âŰ taĹ ÈŰ»
(Ajil Un Kin Tai Ban) can not be counted and selected as one word but
as five different words. In this case, the meaning of the word is completely
altered. For example, "Ajil" means work; "Un" is a year; "Kin" is an another
name of zither; "Tai" matches to one of three meanings: an encampment
of horse relay, a garret and a stage; "Ban" means measure or a plank.
Therefore, spell checking is impossible to work accurately. This serious
error occurs in all attempts, which use the SPACE character instead of
the NNBSP. In addition, removing the NNBSP/MSC means to ignore
agglutinative characteristics of Mongolian language and the Mongol script.

• Consistency problems break Mongolian text and content. There are
plenty of such problems in the Mongol script encoding model. If we use
combined control characters for NNBSP/MSC then that will generate
more problems. Limited number of reliable users will type two control
characters before each suffix no matter how tedious can be. Many users
will ignore the second character. The majority of people would ignore the
first control character, because the suffix rules will be implemented in font
with letters that start suffixes. Depending on contexts, even a same user
can use different SPACE characters.

• Usability problems are caused by increased usage of invisible charac-
ters. Currently, there are enough invisible control characters like MVS,
NNBSP/MSC, ZWJ, ZWNJ, FVS1, FVS2 and FVS3. The frequency of
Mongolian Suffix Connection is very high and affect 20% of whole Mon-
golian texts. To apply an additional invisible character like ZWSP for such
an excessive use is simply unacceptable to users. The repeatedly used in-
visible characters are unrecognizable by end users.

3 About Mongolian words and suffixes
A suffix is a letter or group letters that is attached to the end of a root or
stem and on its own suffixes cannot express meaning of an individual word.
Often, suffixes cause a spelling change to original forms of words. However, there
have been some unacceptable comments given by some experts. Some experts
consider that there is controversial understanding on words and suffixes. For
example, a comment of an expert says "scholars’ grammatical analysis considers
a suffix is part of word" and "native users’ common understanding tends to
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1 NNBSP + Suff - - - + + +
2 SP + NIRUGU + Suff - - + - - +
3 SP + ZWJ + Suff - + + - - -
4 SP + Suff + FVS - + + - - +
5 NNBSP + Suff + FVS - + - + - +
6 NNBSP + ZWSP + Suff - + + + - -
7 MSC (180F) + + + + + +

Table 3: Review of previous attempts.

consider a suffix simply another word." 8 Also the same expert continues "it’s
not even often taught in school which words are suffixes or they shouldn’t be
separated from the stem word by a new line. Not everything said in grammar
or orthography books is grammatical or orthographical requirements - could be
just those author’s typographical preferences."9

As we know, the Mongol script is a writing system for Mongolian language.
Therefore, it follows the Mongolian language grammar. The above mentioned
comment undermines this essentiality. The following reference is extracted from
a fourth edition of a handbook of Mongolian language published by the Mongo-
lian National University of Education, which has been the leading institute to
train Mongol script teachers in Mongolia. This means all fundamental concepts
written in this book are in textbooks and they are taught at schools. "Concepts
of stem and affixes (prefixes, infix, derivational suffixes and inflectional suffixes
or endings) are considered as morphemes. ... Morpheme is a bigger unit than
a phoneme and a smaller unit than a word." Moreover the handbook, explains
following differences between a morpheme and a word.

• Morpheme is a unit that creates words and modifies its meaning. It only
occurs in the word structure. While word is indicates certain meaning.

• Morpheme can not be broken down into further elements. In case of break
down, it will become meaningless syllables or phonemes on its own. In
contrast, words can be broken down into morphemes.

• Morpheme has a lexical or grammatical meaning. While a word is an
integration of both of these meanings. Compared to a morpheme, meaning

8https://github.com/unicode-org/uli-docs/issues/3
9http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2017/17052-mongolian-cmt.pdf
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of a word is definite and concrete. Thus, a word can be independently used
in a sentence. Meaning of a morpheme is abstract and general. Therefore,
it can’t independently stand on its own in a sentence.

• In some cases, some words and some morphemes can be visually the same.
However, they can be essentially differentiated by their positions, meanings
and roles. [MML, P. 102-103]

Following similarity in their forms, if separately written, then they are not
suffixes but they are words, that are identical to some words, which indicate
something and express certain meanings. Let’s say in Mongol scrip suffixes such
as iiŰ, Ĺ, iĹ, |acĂ and dĞ not indicate any meaning. But some words have
the same writing as some suffixes. For instance, "bar" can be a tiger when it
is a word or a form of instrumental case when it is a suffix. This is the only
case where suffixes can be confused with words with similar writing, while there
is no relationship between the word and the suffix that are the same in its
written form. Moreover, according the official training of Mongol script, if one
understands suffixes as independent words then he or she is considered to be
illiterate. Our main purpose should be about encoding of Mongol script, rather
than encouraging every little bit that can lead to misunderstandings.

In the early period of the Mongol script development, separate suffixes were
written together words they follow, which is common in Uighur script (See page
167 [Rachewiltz2010]). In the next period, suffixes began to be written sepa-
rately. Many ancient monuments of the Mongol script reveal these changes. One
can see both of these changes in the same monument. For example, küčündür
(küčün-dür), qanu (qan-u) and tngri-yin, ulus-un (The Seal of Güyüg khan) [Tu-
murtogoo 2006, The Seal of Güyüg khan 1246].

A Mongolian linguist Agwaandandar uses a term "to write [suffixes] between
words" (bičig-ün jabsar bičikü) to describe orthography for "bar", "iyar", "ta",
"te", "nuγud", "nügüd", "luγ-a", "lüge", "daγan", "degen", "taγan", "tegen", "tur",
"dur" in his Mongolian grammar work "Monggol usug-un yosun-i sayitur nom-
lagsan kelen-u cimeg kemegdeku orosibai" (1828). His suggestion considered suf-
fixes not words, but something that should be written between words to indicate
certain meanings.

In the Orthography chapter in his Mongolian grammar [Grammar of Written
Mongolian, Orphograpy 88], N. Poppe writes that "Case endings are always
written separately. If case ending begins with a vowel, it is a middle form. If
a case suffix consists of only one vowel, then it is a final form. Most of plural
suffixes consist of one or two syllables are also written separately." [MGR, P. 47,
98-120]

The Mongol script contains a total of 227 suffixes and 170 of them are joined
directly to the stem but 59 are connected with the stem or the preceding suffix
by attaching a space in between. We have researched why some suffixes start
without "titem" (crown stroke) and why some are written with "titem"? Since
the seventeenth century suffixes started adopting "titem". Almost all suffixes ex-
cept 17 suffixes out of the 59 use "titem", which are highlighted yellow and gray
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in table 5. Five of the 17 suffixes are isolated versions and thus highlighted as
gray. Those five are ML_A(1820), ML_E(1821), ML_U(2824), ML_UE(1826),
ML_I(1822) and ML_YA(1836). All are vowels except YA. All suffixes, in spite
of their forms they take (directly connected or not), are logically always con-
nected to the stem word and together they builds certain meaning (form) of the
stem word. The purpose of the NNBSP is to express the stem and all succession
parts altogether as one word for counting and spell checking. It enables the im-
plementation of spell checker, otherwise we cannot implement it. Many encoding
experts agree that the spell checker will play the main role for the Mongol script
due to the visual ambiguities. Thus, we have to consider NNBSP seriously in all
layers. In L2/17-036, Andrew has suggested that we need to change the property
of NNBSP to a category letter instead of a new control character. It is probably
most straightforward way, if every software vendor follows it through and if it
is handled exactly like a letter. In MWG/2-N1, Jirimutu proposed to use FVSs
for the form of the first letter (one of the above six letters) of suffixes. It is a
reliable solution for fixing only just to shape the first letters such as EuŰ to uŰ,
yiŰ to iiŰ etc. This will deprecate NNBSP because every suffix will be displayed
correctly with or without NNBSP using other control characters such as vari-
ation selectors or ZWJ/ZWNJ. However, the shaping or visual illustration of
suffixes is not the only problem, which will be explained in section 2.

4 Proposed solution
Here we want to conclude and propose solutions in section 2.

Any property of NNBSP should not be changed. If the line-break property
of this character has to be breakable, it is better to introduce a new character,
namely Mongolian Suffix Connector and make the property breakable. To en-
code MSC, we must first define a new line-breaking property, which will enable
a possibility for MSC that precedes a character to loose its width (width=0)
over a line-break. The line-breaking algorithm should also be implemented and
should work properly. Then we define MSC as follows.

4.1 Proposed character

Code point Proposed character name Representative glyph

180F Mongolian Suffix Connector MSC

Table 4: The proposed character
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4.2 UCD properties
180F;MONGOLIAN SUFFIX CONNECTOR;Cf;0;BN;;;;;N;;;;;

Line break: ?? # Cf MONGOLIAN SUFFIX CONNECTOR

?? property has to be defined and implemented in line-breaking algorithms.
Joining type: U

Script: Mongolian

We have proposed L2/17-036 [L2/17-036] to solve all of the problems of the
NNBSP, but has not been approved. We strongly encourage the acceptance
of the proposal for MSC to replace NNBSP. However, some weakness of the
proposal has to be fixed.

The replacement will definitely take some time. The more time passes with-
out an immediate solution, the fewer people use Mongol script, which will then
contribute to the elimination of this script.

Therefore, in the meantime, although MVS has a problem to break lines,
we propose the solution to use MVS as NNBSP. There will be no modification,
neither on NNBSP nor on MVS properties and it fulfills all requirements of
Mongolian Suffix Connection except line-breaking defect. We have built proto-
type fonts using the MVS instead of NNBSP and it works perfect solving all
above mentioned problems.
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Appendices
Table of the NNBSP joining suffixes of Mongol script

No. Mon. Latin Cyrillic Form Description

1. iiŰ -yin -yn, -iïn, -n medi Genitive case, after vowel

2. uŰ -un -yn medi Genitive case, after consonant, mascu-
line word

3. uŰ -ün -iïn medi Genitive case, after consonant, feminine
word

4. Ğ -u -y, -ny isol Genitive case, only after N, masculine
word

5. Ğ -ü -iï, -niï isol Genitive case, only after N, feminine
word

6. dĞ -du -d init Dative-locative case, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L, NG,
masculine word

7. dĞ -dü -d init Dative-locative case, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L, NG,
feminine word

8.

tĞ -tu -t init Dative-locative case, after syllable clos-
ing consonant B, GA, GE, R, S, D, mas-
culine word

9.

tĞ -tü -t init Dative-locative case, after syllable clos-
ing consonant B, GA, GE, R, S, D, fem-
inine word

10.

duR -dur -d init Dative-locative case, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L, NG,
masculine word

Continued on next page . . .
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No. Mon. Latin Cyrillic Form Description

11.

duR -dür -d init Dative-locative case, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L, NG,
feminine word

12.

tuR -tur -t init Dative-locative case, after syllable clos-
ing consonant B, GA, GE, R, S, D, mas-
culine word

13.

tuR -tür -t init Dative-locative case, after syllable clos-
ing consonant B, GA, GE, R, S, D, fem-
inine word

14.

Ą

-a -a isol Locative case, masculine word

15.

Ą

-e -ä isol Locative case, feminine word

16.

|acĂ -ača -aas, -oos init Ablative case, masculine word

17.

|ecĂ -eče -ääs, -öös init Ablative case, feminine word

18. iĹ -yi -yg, -iïg, -g medi Accusative case after vowel & YA

19. Ĺ -i -yg, -iïg, -g isol Accusative case after consonants

20.

iiaR -iyar -aar, -oor medi Instrumental case, after consonant,
masculine word

21.

iieR -iyer -äär, -öör medi Instrumental case, after consonant,
feminine word

22.

ÈR -bar -aar, -oor init Instrumental case, after vowel, mascu-
line word

23.

ÈR -ber -äär, -öör init Instrumental case, after vowel, feminine
word

24.

taĹ -tai -taï, -toï init Comitative case, masculine word

25.

teĹ -tei -täï init Comitative case, feminine word

Continued on next page . . .
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No. Mon. Latin Cyrillic Form Description

26.

LuŢ&Ą -luγa -lugaa init Comitative case, masculine word

27.

LuàĄ -lüge -lügää init Comitative case, feminine word

28.

uŃ -ud -uud medi Plural suffix, after consonant except N,
masculine word

29.

uŃ -üd -üüd medi?? Plural suffix, after consonant except N,
feminine word

30.

NuguŃ -nuγud -nuud init Plural suffix, after vowel and N, mascu-
line word

31.

NuäŃ -nügüd -nüüd init Plural suffix, after vowel and N, after
vowel and N, YA

32.

NaR nar nar init Plural suffix

33.

iiaŰ -iyan -aa, -oo medi Reflexive-possessive ending, after con-
sonant, masculine word

34.
iiaŰ -iyen -ää, -öö medi Reflexive-possessive ending, after con-

sonant, feminine word

35. ÈŰ -ban -aa, -oo init Reflexive-possessive ending, after
vowel, masculine word

36. ÈŰ -ben -ää, -öö init Reflexive-possessive ending, after
vowel, feminine word

37.

yugaŰ -yuγan -ygaa, -ygoo init Accusative case + Reflexive-possessive
ending,masculine word

38.

yuàŰ -yügen -iïgää, -iïgöö init Accusative case + Reflexive-possessive
ending,feminine word

39.

uÈŰ -uban -ynxaa, -ynxoo medi Genitive case + Reflexive-possessive
ending, after N, masculine word

Continued on next page . . .
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No. Mon. Latin Cyrillic Form Description

40.

uÈŰ -üben -iïnxää, -iïnxöö medi Genitive case + Reflexive-possessive
ending, after N, feminine word

41.

dagaŰ -daγan -daa, doo init Dative-locative case + Reflexive-
possessive ending, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L,
NG, masculine word

42.

deàŰ -degen -dää, döö init Dative-locative case + Reflexive-
possessive ending, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L,
NG,feminine word

43.

duriyaŰ duriyan -daa, -doo init Dative-locative case + Reflexive-
possessive ending, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L,
NG, masculine word

44.

duriyeŰ düriyen -dää, -döö init Dative-locative case + Reflexive-
possessive ending, after vowel and
syllable closing consonant N, M, L,
NG, feminine word

45.

tagaŰ -taγan -taa, too init Dative-locative case + Reflexive-
possessive ending, after syllable closing
consonant B, GA, GE, R, S, D,
masculine word

46.

teàŰ -tegen -tää, töö init Dative-locative case + Reflexive-
possessive ending, after syllable closing
consonant B, GA, GE, R, S, D,
feminine word

47.

taiigaŰ

-tayiγan -taïgaa, -toïgoo init Comitative case + Reflexive-possessive
ending, masculine word

48.

teiiàŰ -teyigen -täïgää, -täïgöö init Comitative case + Reflexive-possessive
ending, feminine word

49.

|acagaŰ

-ačaγan -aasaa, oosoo init Ablative case + Reflexive-possessive
ending, masculine word

Continued on next page . . .
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No. Mon. Latin Cyrillic Form Description

50.

|eceàŰ -ečegen -ääsää, öösöö init Ablative case + Reflexive-possessive
ending, feminine word

51.

EuiàĹ ügüi ügüï init Negation

52.

EurugĞ uruγu -ruu, -rüü, -luu, -lüü init Directive case

53.

MinĹ mini minť init Personal Possessive

54.

ManĹ mani maanť init Personal Possessive

55.

cinĹ čini qinť init Personal Possessive

56.

tanĹ tani tanť init Personal Possessive

57.

NĹ ni nť init Personal Possessive

58.

EanĞ anu anu init Personal Possessive

59.
EinĞ inü inü init Personal Possessive

Table 5: NNBSP joining suffixes
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